
WRITING A FEATURE ARTICLE ABOUT SOMEONE WHO SHOWED

Show, don't tell. By writing a feature article, you have the chance to describe people and scenes to the reader. Describe
a setting or person so.

Sinatra had been working in a film that he now disliked, could not wait to finish; he was tired of all the
publicity attached to his dating the year-old Mia Farrow, who was not in sight tonight; he was angry that a
CBS television documentary of his life, to be shown in two weeks, was reportedly prying into his privacy,
even speculating on his possible friendship with Mafia leaders; he was worried about his starring role in an
hour-long NBC show entitled Sinatraâ€”A Man and His Music, which would require that he sing 18 songs
with a voice that at this particular moment, just a few nights before the taping was to begin, was weak and sore
and uncertain. McMindfulness indeed! And so instead of trying to resolve the tension, I let it hang: [If the
owner] ever decides to put up a new Big Bar in the Sky, it will have to be somebody. Just gather information.
Decide on your approach to the story. Redin asked. Another thing to remember--and one way a feature differs
from a news release--is that a feature story will almost never include corporate identity or forward-looking
statements. Here are a few guidelines that should help you report and write for the national audience you will
have if your submission is selected for publication on The New York Times Learning Network. Let those
moments, those key scenes, drive the story forward, and your reader along with it. Put your story in context.
When reporting a profile feature article, observe your surroundings carefully. News features differ from hard
news stories in tone and structure but are just as vital to readers' experience of a newspaper, website or
magazine. Expect that your understanding will evolve as you report. Feature stories, on the other hand, aim to
do much more. The Interview You can prepare for the interview by making a list of questions that invite
specific answers, not just yes or no responses. This is journalism, and journalism needs to be new and original.
Rather than grandiose claims, simple messages dominate. Interview the authors of the studies if you can. The
short answer is if something helps support or amplify the angle of your story, use it. A profile feature lede can
take one of many forms. While traditional essays contain conclusions that tie their main ideas together,
Charlton advises writers to save a significant quotation for the final paragraph. But if mindfulness has made
self-help gurus rich, as they pump out books promoting their expensive residential courses, does that in and of
itself negate the benefits of a craze that has penetrated so deeply into our communities, reaching into schools,
prisons and nursing homes? Interview as wide a range of people as possible, and probe them for thoughtful
answers. Stories have endings. Just as there are different kinds of hard-news stories, there are different kinds
of features. But you should seek a variety of perspectives and several expert opinions. When writing a lead, try
to keep the paragraph short--two to three short sentences at the most. Who would replace these fixtures? Make
sure your photos are high-quality: Always provide digital photos in high resolution dpi and, if possible, have
them shot by a professional. For example, if you're interviewing a person who restores vintage cars, you might
meet in his garage. Finding a defining trait, such as a desire to serve others or a love of family traditions, can
provide the key to helping readers relate to the subject. Training Your Ear for Tension Stories are everywhere
if you learn to look. The Finishing Touch: A conclusion is the final statement that brings together all your
ideas and evidence.


